Commencement Exercises

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
Tallahassee, Florida

Saturday, the First of August
Ten O’Clock in the Morning
The Year Two-Thousand and Twenty
Program
Saturday, August 1, 2020 • 10 a.m.
PRESIDENT LARRY ROBINSON, PH.D.
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT, PRESIDING

Prelude: “Elsa’s Procession to the Cathedral” ................................. Richard Wagner

Processional: “War March of the Priests” from Athalia ...................... Felix Mendelssohn

Greetings .............................................................. President Robinson, Ph.D.

Selection: “Star Spangled Banner” ............................................... Francis Scott Key
Erika Johnson, Music Student
Miss FAMU 2020-2021

Meditation ............................................................ Rev. A. Nevell Owens, Ph.D.
Visual Arts Department Chair, College of Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities

Introduction of Speaker ............................................... President Robinson, Ph.D.

Commencement Address .......................................................... Melvin Carter III
Mayor of St. Paul, Minnesota and Alum

Presentation of the Deans. ................................................... Maurice Edington, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs

Conferring of the Degrees ................................................. President Robinson, Ph.D.

Selection: “Lift Every Voice and Sing” ........................................ James Weldon Johnson
Erika Johnson, Music Student
Miss FAMU 2020-2021

Senior Transcendent Ceremony ................................................. Col. Gregory L. Clark
President, National Alumni Association

Closing Remarks .......................................................... President Robinson, Ph.D.

Alma Mater ................................. (No movement during the Alma Mater; and men should remove hats/caps)

Benediction ................................................................. Rev. Owens
**Academic Honors**

Candidates for the baccalaureate degree who maintain high scholarship are graduated with honors. Graduation with honors is based on earning a minimum of 45 semester hours at Florida A&M University and maintaining a cumulative 3.00 grade point average or higher for all work completed prior to the awarding of the degree. Candidates graduating with honors wear cords during the commencement exercises. The averages necessary for earning graduation honors for all bachelor and doctor of pharmacy degrees are listed below.

***Summa Cum Laude:*** 3.70 - 4.00 — Orange and Green  
**Magna Cum Laude:*** 3.30 - 3.69 — Green  
*Cum Laude:*** 3.00 - 3.29 — Orange

**Academic Honors for College of Law**

Honors for the College of Law graduates will be awarded as follows:

***Summa Cum Laude:*** highest honors to graduates with a cumulative GPA of 3.80 or higher — Orange and Green  
**Magna Cum Laude:*** high honors to graduates with a cumulative GPA of 3.5 - 3.79 or higher — Green  
*Cum Laude:*** honors to graduates with a cumulative GPA of 3.1 - 3.49 — Orange

★ Military Graduates  
(H) Honors Graduates
Candidates for Degrees

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SCIENCES
PRESENTED BY ROBERT W. TAYLOR, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
John Clayton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN ANIMAL SCIENCE-INDUSTRY OPT
Rachel Fernandez** Lauryn Ashley Harris Ravyn Kierra Johnson*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY
Celia Paige Garthwait*** Ajiona Danielle Lunsford

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Zachary Scarlett Azza Dada Seatrea Batiste Spivey*

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
PRESENTED BY ALLYSON WATSON, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND FITNESS
Ja’Veon Keshawn Brown* De’Oveyon Andrianov James Joshua Leon Sharpe, Jr.*
Elena Petkova Dimitrova* Michael A. Miller, Jr.* Dasia Lanise Witherspoon
Charles Christopher Ellis, Jr.* Demetrius Michael Morris
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY  
PRESENTED BY RICHARD ALÓ, PH.D., DEAN  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY  
Taylor Danielle Allen-Boswell  
Tekelsha T. Andrews  
Alexandra Benjamin  
Jade Alese Bryant***  
Keely Nicole Coleman*  
Monica Marie Davis  
Deja Tyana Goodson**  
Antonee La'Shae Hobbs  
Julie M. Julien  
Brandi Aisha Larkins  
Maya Lachell Lee** (H)  
Raven Shandria McCloud  
Ronika Christine McKain  
Jessi Jamie Noel* (H)  
Marsha Phelima  
Lexxus Ariana Roberts  
Carrington Anthony Tibbs  
Jaela Daniele Seldon

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY  
Jaela Daniele Seldon

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS  
Kristin Artrice McGee*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE  
Tishauna Monique Wilson**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY  
Terik V. O. Hamilton  
Shacoreyia Nakia Jordan  
Danella Edvena Potter

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS  
Janei Jordon Elliston***  
Javon Randolph Williams  
Jennell Jenae’ Williams

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ARTS AND HUMANITIES  
PRESENTED BY VALENCIA E. MATTHEWS, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH  
Whitney Irene Wright*

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE  
Tyghe Joel Legacy-Cole*

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE  
Salama A. Brooks*  
Aniyah Nychell Bunch*

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE  
DeShaun Carlton Green

Florida A&M University Commencement Exercises
**COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ARTS AND HUMANITIES (con’t)**

**BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE**

Andrew Clark Baker  
Willis Ricardo Branton, Jr.  
Therica Lee Cunningham***  
Jateria B. Eddings  
Aliyah Bryanna Henry*

Andrew Clark Baker  
Willis Ricardo Branton, Jr.  
Therica Lee Cunningham***  
Jateria B. Eddings  
Aliyah Bryanna Henry*

John Henry Holt, III  
MeKayla Anitra Hopkins  
Ymonie Teressa Lopez*  
Jacqueline C. Packer*  
Freddricka Sha’Dawn Perry

Bernard J. Poole**  
Talishia Keona Sims  
Jhayla Armanee’ Stready*  
Christopher Deondres Williams  
Lauren Ashley Woodley*

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HISTORY**

Warren Lyle Bowers  
Alayna J. Thailand

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES**

Andrew Clark Baker  
Willis Ricardo Branton, Jr.  
Therica Lee Cunningham***  
Jateria B. Eddings  
Aliyah Bryanna Henry*

Andrew Clark Baker  
Willis Ricardo Branton, Jr.  
Therica Lee Cunningham***  
Jateria B. Eddings  
Aliyah Bryanna Henry*

Maiya Clarque Allen**  
Keenen Thomere Anderson  
LeTrese Nicole Bryant  
Dakarai Salih Calhoun  
Jeremy Dylan Cooper  
Ty’Corrien Tre’Nard Cromer  
Myron Jamal Dillard  
Briana Marie Frost

Tamia Nicole Gowins  
Bianca Renee Graham*  
V’Ronica R. Henry  
Aryn Michelle Hightower**  
Melanie J. Hill  
Geno Jahmal Johnson  
Catera Sharee’ McCloud**  
Juba Matondo McCray

Deborah Antwanette McKnight  
Dontae Rashad Parker*  
Janki Patel  
Corey Nakai Ritchie, Jr.  
Amani Naquel Sapp  
Olivia Je’anae Thompson

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC**

Franklin Robert Carmona  
Moriah Venita Treadwell**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC INDUSTRY**

Bernard Kym Jackson, II  
Zacahry James Mighty*

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE**

Karl E. Brillant*  
Bianca Teanna Dacres**

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY**

Charzavia Shantill Brown  
Nickolette B. Brown*  
Shakiera M. Bryant*  
Rose Marie Caderno***  
Andrea Iame Camacho Diaz*  
Ebony Chantel Campbell*  
Peletha Madaweh Dahn**  
Javell La’el Davis  
Alexis Jenaee Dejoie

Diahvionne Alexis Deloach**  
Kelsey Duncan  
Kaleah Edwards**  
Alexis Arielle Ethridge  
Nikesha Ann Elise Frederick  
Trenia Antesha Gage  
Shanta Denise Gaters**  
Sahelanda Gelin  
Joseney Jean Pierre*

Brianna L. Jones  
Kayla Alexis Jones**  
Tia Lokiesha Jones*  
Roneisha Shondel Lee  
Alexander Maxwell Love*  
Geornae Samantha Washington  
Ke’Arrah Jakayla Washington*  
Mariyah Porsche Williams
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ARTS AND HUMANITIES (con’t)

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Morgan B. Cherry**
Torrey Louis Cox
Jacquez Alex Dumas**
Chilove Fatal**
Brielle J. Gipson
Tavia Latese Hilery
Imani Annastasia Curry Hines
Chanel Denise Howell
Deon Mahlik Jeffries, Sr.
Jasmine Zhanequa Johnson**
Catherine J. Louis*
Sydeera Martin*
Cierra Christie McKenzie***
Tamala Tennell McMillian
Kamiah Nicole Milliner
Nyema Jordan Murray**

Beatriz Quintanilla-Thomas*
Rhadisha Lashay Scurry*
Franeka Sharpe
Karlyta Emily Shealey
Juliana Soto
Keyaundra Metoi Tanks**
Breanna Meaghan White***
Ericca Breshay Wilson**

FAMU-FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
PRESENTED BY J. MURRAY GIBSON, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Najee N. Boyer
Mafuor Ayike Tanji
Keishon Kelly Smith

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Alex Dongmo Ndekeng*
Michael A.C Johnson, III

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
PRESENTED BY CYNTHIA HUGHES HARRIS, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT

Sakinatou Bougouma***
Alexia Deshay Butler-Porter
Keyonna S. Canady
Victavia Mariah Finley
Ty’ Won Jones
Jayla Diamonique Lawson
Claudia Suzette McFarlane***
Clifford Kyle Stephens
Quashebris Elashia Washington
Marvin Baron Williams*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Jada Nicole Burford
April L. Bush
Derline Liline Dormezil
Starla Hill
Ifeoma Chiamaka Ibe*
LaQuita Meria Johnson
Tawanah Joy Johnson
Richardson Laurent*
Samuel Jacob Melles*
Kennedy Elise Thomas**
Destiny Tunnage-Cooper
Valencia Kadeadra Walters
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES (con’t)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE

Ti-Easha Monet Alexander  Aric Deandre Dixon  Miland Petitdo
Errin Taquasia Bell  Ashlea Ayana Gray  Briyana Yolanda Robinson***
Keayla N. Bell  Destini Eunique Hammond  Aviana Camille Sims*
Malaysia Shanae Benjamin  Victoria Renae Harden*  Diana R. Tater-Bell
Jamila Brown*  Kayla Alexis Harrell  Keirra N. Turner*
Orieana Zhane Bryant  Siraya Hurston Hope*  Kiera Monea Walker
Donovan Carter  Crystal E. Ingham*  Daquana Brenae Ware
Ladonica Charamine Chalk  Guernika T’Yanna Jean-Jacques*  Larreneka Naujawa Wells*
Tanesha Lashay Chavers*  Ashley Ronnelle Johnson  Patrice Camille White*
Erykah Rayshawna Clarke*  Kelicia Anna-kay Johnson  Ayanna Na’Shi Williams***
Shaquira Laurnez Collier  Jakisia Lafortune  Brittany C. Wright
Danielle Nikole Colton  Takendra S. Leverette  Kambriel Tenae’ Yancey
Jamal B. Conyers  Kijianna Nylasia Lockwood*  La’Portia Mercedra Dasher  Alexis Jayla Miller
Keylon Martez Day  JeNiya Charmaine Odom  Aric Deandre Dixon

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN PRE-OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Deja Leshai Allen*  Donte’ Quinell Fields  Jamesia Mashonda Stoudemire*
Danae Monique-Patricia Brown*  Leslie-Arn Gallimore  Sheniqua L. Tucker**
Shytieece Ariel Butts  Stacey Sandra Metayer**  Nykeria Williams*
Desiree Celine Champagne**  Sabina Brianna Moncoeur**
Angelo Everett Fickens  Amber M. Murray*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY

Tarick Baptiste  Leslie-Arn Gallimore**  Chanell Monique Paraison
Crystal Alexis Brown*  Jordan Michael Lewis**  Raeven G. Redmon*
Prince S. Cunningham*  Cole James Lee Mickens**  Zaria J’nae Sanders***
Belinda Caroline Edouard*  Shaundriah Owens  Kimberly Manuela St.Germain*
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
PRESENTED BY RODNER WRIGHT, M. ARCH., AIA, DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES
Jayla C. Cash*  Kimberly Samantha Villagomez**  Tristan Parker Williams***
Jomarie Paulette Santiago Zorrilla**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Bishop Clayvance Bonnett  Alison Lewis*  Marquise Leornd Revies

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Johnathan Reason Ahmad Bailey*  Robert Ervin Brown

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
PRESENTED BY SHAWNTA FRIDAY-STROUD, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Pedro Miguel De Los Rios Verdecia**  Kenzia Domonique Fenton***  James H. Thomas III
Ny’Tasha Gail Dionne Easley*  Cameron David Spruill

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Kendra Shirelle Adam  Demaree K. Hunter*  Alfonso Leon Stevens, Jr.
Emanni Olivia Bates  Rikivia Jamyce Kennerly*  Jamesia DeShay Strawter
Marcera Rontre Bell*  Chase Killette*  Thelcine Ashley Thermoedor
Alyssa Marie Bland  Jonas DeLorian LaBoo  Rebekah Evelyn Thompson*
Jodeja Alexandria Chisolm*  Jasmine Deaja Lawson  Jameison James Walker III
Joshua Martin Cosby  Kiarah J. Mallory  Jarvis Ward
Jason Theodore Crumel  Amira Janae Muhammad  Cloys Tyrone Wiggins II*
Paris L. Dolphy  Ejaya Okuleye  Javaris Tiykee Williams, Jr.
Darren Raynell Gambrell II*  Taylor Julian Payne*  Tusun Rashard Young*
Alisha Greene  Raishaud S. Pinkney
Bria M. Herbert*  Jeansie Johanna St. Juste

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS WITH MINOR IN BUSINESS
Thomas James Bartley III  Charles Jackson III  Matthew Maxime*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Alexia Joi Bell*  Rahmad Pierre Fortune*  Alexia Kenon
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM & GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
PRESENTED BY BETTYE A. GRABLE, PH. D., INTERIM DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
Jamesha Alecia English  William D. Robinson*  Stanley Roger Torrance Wall, Jr.*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM
Sterling C. Bright*  Niekeisha S. Pryce  Destiny L. Tyler
Alexis Elena Hamilton***  Tanzania Ashanti Ralph*  Jasmaine M. Williams*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC RELATIONS
Olivia Nicole Abney*  Marquel D. Bowen

SCHOOL OF NURSING
PRESENTED BY SHELLEY JOHNSON, ED.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Keirra Aaliyah Garvin  Daija Arnae’ Griffin**

SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
PRESENTED BY VICTOR IBEANUSI, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Lance Edward Pitts

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Brooklynn Simone Gill**
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
PRESENTED BY JOHNNIE L. EARLY, II, PHD, RPH, FELLOW NPHA, DEAN AND PROFESSOR

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Angela Andrawes*  Nafisa Fatima King*
Antonio Nikkia Bess, Jr.  Brandon R. Lewis
McKayla Olivia Bowman  Jessica Sarafina McKenzie
Travis Cordero Brooks  Shanell Victoria McNeal*
Christina Jasmine Conzater*  Andrew James Newbold
Kara Stefani Glover*  Unнатiben Dahya Patel
Estella Gordon  Walter Stephane Pierre
Xavier Antonio Johnson  Pernell Serge Prince
Examene Joseph  Naida Dahlia Rivera
Shelia Shanae Scott  Kayla Marcia Sheffield
Mitchell Aaron Smith*
Jalesa Arnell Triggs*
Courtney Jarelle Williams*
Jean Sofia Witter*
Ladonis DeKembel Yarbrough*

COLLEGE OF LAW
PRESENTED BY DEIDRÉ KELLER, J.D., DEAN

JURIS DOCTOR

Jamal Aleksandre Holder  Rosenara Mirlanda Michel  Tedroy Horace Wilson
Marc A. Krispinsky

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH
PRESENTED BY DAVID H. JACKSON, PH.D., DEAN

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE

Israel A. Ojo

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
MASTER OF EDUCATION IN COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Char’Nise LaFaye Cobb
Alexandra Hauter Long
B.S., Florida State University, 2015

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Aaliyah Ama Williams
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH (con’t)
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (con’t)
MASTER OF EDUCATION IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Sheila Lakay Barnes-Williams  
B.S., Florida State University, 1990  
Stephanie Ferjuste Tillman  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2012

Betty White-McKay  
M.S., Florida State University, 2000

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT

Justin Alexander Griffin  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018  
Dewitt Talmon Hughes IV  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018  
Akilah Nia Jackson  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017  
Mycah Samuel Jones  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018

Cameron Michael Kerr  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018  
Vincent Virak Lanh  
B.S., Florida State University, 1995  
Corey Alexandria Staples  
B.A., University of South Florida, 2017

FAMU-FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
MASTER OF ENGINEERING IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Mahnaz Dil Afroz

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Kimberly Dawson  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2016  
Quira Nance  
B.S., Indiana University Bloomington, 2018

Reginald T. Turner, Jr.  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Abrar Mohammed Asiri  
Kaylee May Castle  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2016

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY

Edesthele Decius  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

Dominique Larenz Berry  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2016
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH (con't)
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ARTS AND HUMANITIES
MASTER OF APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCES

CONCENTRATION IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Kyshuna Monae Frazier  
B.A., Florida A&M University, 2017
Audri LaDonna Salter  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018
Antowanette A. Williams  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

CONCENTRATION IN GLOBAL SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Adazjah Yvette Burse  
B.A., Kentucky State University, 2019
Nathaniel N. Hicks  
BCJ, Florida A&M University, 2019
Brehanna C. Jacobs  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019
De’Vante’ T. J. Johnson  
BCJ, Florida A&M University, 2018
Jesse Darin Synhorst  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019
Jesenia Latra Tobler  
BCJ, Florida A&M University, 2019
Jayla Rihanna Wilson  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2016
Thomas Edward Witherspoon, Jr.  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018

CONCENTRATION IN HISTORY
Carly Alexandria Allen  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018
Berry Anita-Ivey Davis, IV  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017
Keturah Apphia Deering  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019
Bianca Christina Farmer  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2015
Treasure Myanette Glover  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017
Sidney Rose McCall  
B.A., North Wesleyan College, 2018
Madelyn McClarey  
B.A., Florida A&M University, 2019

CONCENTRATION IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Imani Monique Brown  
B.S., University of Nebraska, 2019
Kristen Natasha Gary  
B.A., Philander Smith College, 2015
Percy Howard Henry III  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY
Rickey Nelson Carter, Jr.  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017
Asia N. Knowles  
B.S., Xavier University, 2015
Jordan Reonna Whitehead  
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
DeShauna Louise Gaston  
BSW, Florida A&M University, 2018
Kenneth Elton Willis, Sr.  
BSW, Florida A&M University, 2018
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH (con’t)
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Scott Jackson Campbell
B.S., Santa Fe College, 2011

Shanchara Marius
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Andrew Aaron Umbreit
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Emanni Olivia Bates*
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018

Jonas DeLorian LaBoo*
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2016

Lauren Black
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018

Herbert James, III

Crisencia Branae Brown
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

Letitia Sherimane McClellan
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2004

Ashley Richardson Coleman
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2011

Birausha Clareese McLeod
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2012

Lauren Vanessa Coleman
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018

Ogechi U. Nworu
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018

Jasmine Charese-Joi Fowler
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2018

Malkia Joan Peterson
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019

Deveron M. Gibbons
JD, Florida A&M University, 2016

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

John Darryl Williams, Jr.
BCJ, Florida A&M University, 2013

SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Jaden Eaton Hunt
B.S., Albany State University, 2016

Queriah Donye Simpson
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

Nigel Christopher LaScelles, Jr.
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2016
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH (con't)
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Jessica K. Appleton
MSW, Florida State University, 2010

Julian Lavern Bourne
M.S., Florida A&M University, 2004
Dissertation Title: “Developing Premier Leaders: A Focus on the Future Farmers of America in Florida High Schools”
Dissertation Chair: Patricia Green Powell, Ph.D.

Jamillah Dia Green-Jones
M.S., University of North Florida, 2009
Dissertation Title: “Correlation Among Gender, High School Graduation, and the Florida Algebra I End of Course Examination”
Dissertation Chair: Warren C. Hope, Ph.D.

Gwendolyn Nell Thomas Harris
MED, Florida A&M University, 2013
Dissertation Title: “Novice Elementary School Teachers’ Perceptions of How School Principals’ Administrative Support Influences Attrition”
Dissertation Chair: Warren C. Hope, Ph.D.

FAMU-FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Omonayo Bolufawi
M.S., Florida A&M University, 2016

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Chukwuzubelu Okenwa Ufodike
M.S., Florida State University, 2016

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
DOCTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Alexandria J. Washington
MPH, Florida A&M University, 2015
Dissertation Title: “School gardens as a mitigating factor against childhood obesity in Leon County Florida”
Dissertation Chair: John S. Luque, Ph.D.

SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Christianah Aderonke Oyenuga
B.S., Texas Tech University, 2007
Commencement Committee Members

Audrey Alexander  Regina Gardner  Harold Parker
Sylvia Barge  Carrie Gavin  Antoneia Roe
Claudine Beale  Chazmen Geames  Audra Salter
Mildred Brickler  Breyon Glenn  Bomani Spell
Carey Brown, Sr.  Aaron Hayden  Tanya Tatum
LTC V. Quinn Brumfield  Lavetta B. Henderson, Ed.D.  Baron Thomas
Vernon E. Bryant  Erica Herring  Joshlyn Thomas
Thomas Cavano, Ph.D.  Desi Jenkins  Kenedria Thurman
Shelby Chipman, Ph.D.  Heather Johnson  Vernese Wade
Ralph G. Coleman Jr.  Kenneth Kirksey  Michael Walker
Carmen Cummings  Merlin R. Langley, Ph.D.  Roger Walker
Bruce Daniels  Cornelius McGlockton  Angela Williams
Terence Davis  Carucha Nelson  Kevin Williams
Rufus Ellis, Ph.D.  Agatha Onwunli, Ed.D.

Genyne H. Boston, Ph.D., Chair  Valencia E. Matthews, Ph.D., Co-chair  Britney Smith, M.B.A., Co-chair

Special Acknowledgements

FAMU School of Journalism & Graphic Communication Print Shop
Senior Transcendent Ceremony

Alumni President

Will the members of the graduating class please stand? As you prepare to make the transition from student to alumnus, I want to impress upon you that, for the past several years, you have been an integral part of the many exciting events that have taken place at Florida A&M University. You are now about to become a part of its history, forever.

You are among the privileged who have been nurtured in the spirit of the many men and women who have passed this way and are rendering distinguished service to mankind because of the dedication of Florida A&M University to QUALITY EDUCATION.

You have been trained by men and women who have passed on to you, the very best that time and experience have given to them and that you do well to remember their dedicated service.

As a member of the Florida A&M University National Alumni Association, do you solemnly promise to:

REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE THE RECIPIENT OF A GREAT AND PRECIOUS HERITAGE; THAT YOU WILL STRIVE WITH ALL YOUR MIGHT AND ENERGY TO PROVE YOURSELF WORTHY, THROUGH SERVICE TO MANKIND; AND TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAMS OF FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY AND ITS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. DO YOU SO PROMISE?

Graduates

I DO!

Alumni President

By the authority vested in me as President of the Florida A&M University National Alumni Association, I pronounce that you have full membership in the Association with all the rights, privileges and duties appertaining thereto. We invite you to join us for progress at the University in the years ahead.

Congratulations! Please be seated.
Melvin Carter is the 46th and first African American mayor of the City of St. Paul, Minnesota’s capital city. A fourth-generation St. Paul resident, Carter leads with an unapologetic equity agenda. Since taking office in 2018, his accomplishments include raising the city’s minimum wage to $15/hour; tripling free programs in recreation centers; eliminating late fines in public libraries; reestablishing an Affordable Housing Trust Fund; expanding immigrant and refugee support resources, and launching an Office of Financial Empowerment. One signature initiative is CollegeBound St. Paul, Carter’s plan to start every child born in the city with a $50 College Savings Account, starting January 1, 2020.

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, Carter launched the St. Paul Bridge Fund to provide emergency relief to St. Paul’s lowest-income families and small businesses most vulnerable to the economic impact of the pandemic. The fund provided more than $4 million of direct aid between April and June.

Carter was also on the frontlines, speaking on racial injustices, after the murder of George Floyd. Carter is the son of retired St. Paul Police Officer Melvin Carter, Jr. and a former teacher, Commissioner Toni Carter. A graduate of the St. Paul public schools, he then transitioned to Florida A&M University, where he joined the Beta Nu Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha.

In 2002, he earned a bachelor’s in business administration from the FAMU School of Business and Industry before going on to complete a master’s degree in public policy from the University of Minnesota. He currently resides in St. Paul’s historic Rondo neighborhood with his wife, Dr. Sakeena Futrell-Carter, and their children.
The Academic Attire

The academic attire, which makes an inaugural procession colorful, is as old as universities. The attire represents eight centuries of a continuous tradition; it is not a modern revival of medieval customs. It goes back to the days when students were “clerks” – that is, members of the minor clergy – and wore monkish gowns and hoods. In those days of unheated study halls and garret sleeping quarters, the hoods served a very practical purpose. When the hood was pulled over the head, the “tippet,” a sort of hollow tail, served as a convenient pocket. Today, the hood is only an adornment.

The mortarboard, which seems to have evolved from the square biretta of Renaissance churchmen, came into use after the hood had ceased to be worn on the head. The tassel on the mortarboard may be either black or the “color of the faculty” – as described below; or for the holder of a doctorate degree, it may be of gold. Many universities replace the mortarboard with their own distinctive headgear.

Both the gown and the hood indicate the degree held by the wearer. The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves. Bachelor’s hoods have only recently become a part of the attire in the United States. In the master’s gown, the wearer’s arm projects from the sleeve at the elbow, or, in the more modern gowns, at the wrist, and the lower part of the sleeve, ending in another tippet, dangles below the arm. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns have no trimmings, but the doctor’s gown is faced down the front with velvet and has three velvet cross-bars on each sleeve. This velvet may be either black or the color of the faculty members’ discipline.

Graduates of some institutions, on all continents, may wear gowns in the color of the university that awarded their degree, for instance, orange and green for Florida A&M University. In the United States, the hood is edged with velvet in the color of the faculty and lined with the colors of the university conferring the degree. For all academic purposes, trimmings of the doctor’s gowns, edgings of hoods and tassels of caps, adhere to the colors for the different subjects as indicated:

College of Agriculture and Food Sciences - Maize; College of Education - Light Blue; FAMU-FSU College of Engineering - Orange; College of Law - Purple; College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences - Forest Green; College of Science and Technology - Bright Gold; College of Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities - White; School of Allied Health Sciences - Olive; School of Architecture and Engineering Technology - Lilac; School of Business and Industry - Drab; School of Journalism and Graphic Communication - Crimson; School of Nursing - Apricot; School of the Environment - Light Gold; Doctor of Philosophy - Royal Blue; Doctor of Physical Therapy – Sage Green; Doctor of Public Health - Salmon
The Ceremonial Mace

Symbolizing the authority vested in the president by the university’s governing body, the Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University Ceremonial Mace is made of bright gold plated bronze and mahogany wood. The shaft of the mace bearing the seal of the university is made of bright gold plated bronze, double-sided medal surrounded with orange and emerald green Swarovski crystals around the outer edge upon a six inch diameter chrome plated polished mace head with clear Swarovski crystals around the circumference.

Ten gold plated engraved nameplates featuring the names of each university president are mounted on a 2-inch diameter mahogany baton. A 1.5 inch mahogany wood staff with wood and chrome plated polished aluminum turnings separates the rest of the baton from its base. The baton is made of mahogany, which symbolizes the trees of knowledge, which adorn the campus of the university. The overall length of the mace is 30 inches long. At the very base of the mace is a gold plated brass “Rattler”, the symbol of the university. Its coiled posture represents the fact that although the dark clouds may surround the horizon, the “Rattler” will strike, strike, and strike again!

The Presidential Medallion and Chain of Office

Dating to medieval times, the Presidential Medallion and Chain of Office signify the symbol of authority vested in the President as head of the University. The current chain is approximately 36 inches long and is made of gold plated bronze. It features ten 1-3/4 inch gold plated sculpted engravings of each president from 1887 to the present. Under each sculpted model are ten banner link engravings inscribed with the names of each president and his term of office. At the base of the chain is the presidential Medallion, which features the seal of the University.
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Alma Mater

College of love and charity
We gather 'round thy noble shrine;
We lift our voice in praise to thee,
And ask a blessing all divine.

Chorus
FAM-U! FAM-U! I love thee!
I'll fight and win whate'er the battle be,
The Orange and the green thy sons shall
  e'er defend
And loyal to thy voice of love attend
FAM-U! FAM-U! FAM-U! I love thee!

On gridiron, diamond, track and field,
Thy sons the vict'ry never yield,
And while they tread a broader life
Thy love shall stay them in the strife.

(repeat chorus)

God ever keep us true to thee;
Thy faith that truth shall make men free,
  Shall guide thy loyal sons aright
And fend them thru the skeptic night.

(repeat chorus)